
Story: Little Moon Goes Hunting



Eight point: By calling ourselves 
progressive Christians, we mean 
that we are Christians who affirm 
that the teachings of Jesus provide 
but one of many ways to experience 
the Sacredness and Oneness of life, 
and that we can draw from diverse 
sources of wisdom in our spiritual 
journey.

Affirmation: My heart is open to 
the wisdom teachings of the world.

Getting to the Heart of the Lesson

Native American religious practices are diverse because 
of the geographic spread and isolation of the different 
tribes. However there are some characteristics that are 
true for almost all of the tribes:

•	 Belief in an omnipresent, invisible universal force 
(sometimes translated as the Great Spirit)

•	 Emphasis on the importance of personal 
spirituality and its connection with one’s own 
daily life

•	 Awareness of the connection between the natural 
and spiritual worlds (animism)

•	 Belief in the existence of sacred spirits in all of 
nature — animals, plants, trees, water, and wind

Other religions share some of these beliefs, of course. 
For example, Buddhists believe that every form of life 
has a soul or a spiritual reality. Most tribes did not 
have a special structure for worship, but thought of 
special places in nature as sacred.

One of the concepts this lesson communicates is respect 
for all life, and the idea that the Great Spirit manifests 
through each child too. Jesus also emphasized respect 
for all beings.

Teacher Reflection: Walking Meditation

This variation of the Navajo prayer given below lends 
itself perfectly to a walking meditation. Choose a 
beautiful place in nature to walk, such as a park or a 
quiet neighborhood street. In the summer you may 
want to do this meditation barefoot on a sandy beach.

Stand tall. Relax your shoulders. Feel your feet firmly 
on the ground. Take a few deep breaths. 

•	 Take your first step and mentally say, “With 
beauty before me ... ” And with your second step 
mentally say, “May I walk.”

•	 With your third step say, “With beauty behind me 
... ”  Fourth step, “May I walk.”

•	 With your fifth step, “With beauty above me ... ” 
Sixth step, “May I walk.”

•	 With your seventh step, “With beauty below me 
... ” Eighth step, “May I walk.”

•	 With your ninth step, “With beauty all around me 
... ” Tenth step, “May I walk this earth.”

•	 With your eleventh step, “Wandering on a trail of 
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beauty . . . ” Twelfth step, “Lively I walk.”

•	 Continue repeating this pattern as long as it is 
enjoyable for you. 

Tips:

•	 Allow about ten minutes to walk without a destination. 
•	 Walk slowly and with focused attention, but don’t 

be too serious. Smile. This is a joyful walk. See and 
feel the beauty all around you.

•	 You may want to write the prayer on a card to 
carry with you. Or simply write the words before, 
behind, above, below, and all around.

Quotations

As I walk, as I walk 
The universe is walking with me 
In beauty it walks before me 
In beauty it walks behind me 
In beauty it walks below me 
In beauty it walks above me 
Beauty is on every side 
As I walk, I walk with beauty. 
— Navajo Prayer

All things share the same breath—the beast, the tree, the 
man, the air shares its spirit with all the life it supports.
— Chief Seattle

We had no churches, no religious organizations, no sabbath 
day, no holidays, and yet we worshiped. Sometimes the 
whole tribe would assemble and sing and pray; sometimes 
a smaller number, perhaps only two or three. The songs 
had a few words, but were not formal. The singer would 
occasionally put in such words as he wished instead of 
the usual tone sound. Sometimes we prayed in silence; 
sometimes each prayed aloud; sometimes an aged person 
prayed for all of us. At other times one would rise and 
speak to us of our duties to each other and to Usen (creator 
spirit). Our services were short.
— Geronimo (Chiricahua Apache Chief, 1829-1909) 

Opening the Lesson

Note to teacher: While not necessary, photos add 
interest and engage the children. Check out a few 
books from the library or print out some drawings 
from the Web and show the children the different 
types of homes Indians used.

Tell the children: Today we are learning about Native 
American spirituality. Ask students what they already 
know about Native American beliefs. Some may know 
that many tribes regarded all life as sacred or that the 
world began on the back of a turtle. 

After everyone had a chance to share, ask the children 
how many different tribes they can name. Possibilities 
include: Apache, Sioux Cherokee, Mohawk, 
Cherokee, Nez Perce, Seneca, Iroquois, Seminole, 
Paiute, Shoshone, Navajo, Hopi. Point out that each 
group had their own religious beliefs and rituals, and 
that what you talk about today will be true of some, 
but certainly not all of the different Native Americans. 
Mention that different tribes had different types of 
homes: lodges or hogans built of wood or earth, tepees 
made of hide, caves or homes in rock cliffs. (They will 
draw one later.)

The tribes lived in harmony and cooperation with 
nature. For example, the Cherokee spoke of the 
rock people, the animal people, the plant people, 
and the two- leggeds. The plant people purportedly 
had compassion for the two-leggeds and decided to 
provide cures for the sicknesses people got. You could 
ask the children what names they think the Cherokee 
gave the birds and insects.

Ask the children whether or not they have a favorite 
part of nature, for example, a tree, a favorite rock 
they like to sit on, an animal they are drawn to, or a 
certain flower. Let each child who wants to share their 
favorite. Explain the Native American belief that the 
Great Spirit (God) dwells in all of these creatures and 
in them, too.
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Building the Lesson

Movement Prayer

Since this lesson involves more listening and writing 
and less physical motion, break it up with an activity 
allowing children to stand and move. 

Lead the children in the Navajo prayer. Read each 
line and demonstrate the movement. Let the children 
imitate each line after you. Tell the children to pretend 
they have on moccasins, and they are walking as quietly 
as possible on a mountain trail, hoping to see a deer.

Navajo Prayer

(Walk in place gently)  
As I walk, as I walk 
(Lift arms upward and make large circles, looking up) 
The universe is walking with me 
In beauty it walks before me 
(Stop walking and gesture forward)
In beauty it walks behind me 
(Turn your head, gesture backward)
In beauty it walks below me 
(Gesture below)
In beauty it walks above me   
(Gesture upward)
Beauty is on every side   
(Gesture gracefully right and left)
As I walk, I walk with beauty.   
(Put hands in prayer position and 
take two steps forward and bow to children)

Using Imagination:  Create an Identity

Native American children often were named after 
animals and often after qualities, such as Running 
Deer, Laughing Water, or Brave Bear. Let the children 
create their own positive identities by choosing from 
the lists at the end of the lesson. Give each a copy of 
the template, My Native American Self. You can pass 
out copies of the other template with the words, or 
write those words on the board.

After they have chosen their names, they can fill out 
the rest of the paper on themselves as indicated. If 
children are too young to read well, you can help them 
with the question about where they live and they can 
skip the fill-in-the-blanks and just draw the picture. 
Children who finish early can also draw a picture of 
where they (in their new Native American identity) 
live. When everyone is done, take the papers up and 
read out each name and the favorites of that person. 
Let the other children guess which child created each 
identity.

After the each child is identified, lead the children in 
repeating together, looking at the child, “Greetings, 
Running Bear (or whatever name the child has 
chosen). Mother Earth and Father Sky see you.”
 
Closing the Lesson

Now tell the children that they are all going to be in 
a special story about _______________ and include 
their names in the spaces provided in the story below.

Little Moon Goes Hunting

The light of the full moon shone down on the boy, 
Little Moon, and he could hear night creatures wake 
up as the silver beams touched the earth. He was called 
Little Moon by his clan because he was born on a night 
like this one, when the moon was full and bright, eight 
years before. 

The bright moonlight was a bridge between the sky 
spirit and the earth spirit and Little Moon prayed for 
a dream to cross the bridge while he slept. He needed 
a dream to guide his hunt tomorrow. It would be the 
first time he would hunt alone, with only the bow and 
arrows he had made with his own hands. He had been 
hunting and fishing with his father and other men of 
the clan, but tomorrow it would be his turn to show 
what he had learned.  
 
As he walked toward the longhouse that had been his 



home all his life, Little Moon heard the wind move 
through the trees and he paused to feel the breeze on 
his face and arms. The wind spirit was an invisible 
friend, soothing Little Moon’s anxiety about tomorrow 
and gently encouraging him. 

The longhouse with the badger painted above the door 
was home to Little Moon’s large family. It was warm 
and the air was smoky, filled with the familiar smells 
of the stew his mother had made for evening meal and 
the corn hanging from the beams to dry high overhead. 
The longhouse was built from the strongest trees of 
the forest and Little Moon could feel the protection of 
the tree spirits all around him as he lay down on the 
sleeping platform near his little brothers. 

While he slept, the moon spirit sent Little Moon a 
dream. In the dream, he was in the forest, hiding 
behind a tree. He could smell the bark as he watched 
a small clearing, his bow ready. First a fox walked by, 
then a skunk, and then a badger. Each animal walked 
by without stopping or looking around and Little 
Moon waited. After the badger, a large wild turkey 
appeared in the clearing. The turkey stopped and 
looked fearlessly at Little Moon, then walked three 
steps toward the tree he hid behind. Then Little Moon 
woke up. 

The sun had not yet started its journey across the sky 
world when Little Moon headed out of the longhouse 
into the woods. He was sure that the dream was a good 
sign — the animal spirits would help him in his hunt. 

He paused at the edge of the woods and raised his bow 
to the eastern sky. He prayed for the rising sun to give 
him wisdom. Then he turned toward the north and 
prayed for the cool wind to give him concentration 
and focus. He turned toward the west and prayed 
for the great water spirit to give him strength. Then 
he turned toward the south and prayed to the earth 
mother for peace on his journey. 

The woods were familiar to Little Moon, and he 
followed the path easily, even in the dark. As he walked 

and listened, the darkness gradually lightened and the 
sun warmed the morning. He noticed a fox ahead of 
him on the path, but Little Moon did not raise his 
bow. 

When he stopped at a stream he saw a skunk also 
having a drink, but Little Moon just watched and let 
the skunk head home. A short time later he spied a 
badger digging in a rotten log for grubs. The badger 
was the spirit animal that his clan had adopted 
generations ago and Little Moon watched for a while 
but then went on down the path. 

He reached a small clearing in the trees. In the center 
of the clearing was a large turkey. Remembering his 
dream, Little Moon slowly raised his bow and set an 
arrow. The turkey calmly turned its head and looked 
at Little Moon. Little Moon felt a deep peace in his 
heart as he felt the spirit of the turkey offer itself. He 
prayed the prayer of gratitude and thanksgiving to 
the turkey and the Great Mystery that is the source 
of all life. The arrow flew from the bow straight and 
true. The turkey’s spirit soared. Little Moon’s heart was 
glad that his hunt would help feed his brothers, his 
grandmother, and everyone at his hearth.

The turkey was so heavy that Little Moon tied it to a 
strong stick to carry it over his shoulder. A bird this 
large would provide nourishing food for the whole 
clan. Little Moon walked into the village when the sun 
was high in the sky world, and his family and friends 
shouted out their greetings. He could see his friends 
(insert names of the children here) coming from their 
longhouses and stopping their games and chores to 
run over and congratulate him on his first successful 
hunt. 

The entire village celebrated the hunt together and they 
all approved of Little Moon’s new name. The elders 
gave him the name Big Feather and tied a feather from 
the turkey in his hair. Big Feather danced to the drums 
and gave thanks to the spirit of the turkey and the 
Great Mystery, the source of all life. 
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Discussion Questions

1. Have you ever tried to walk silently in the forest, 
like an American Indian?

2. Why to you think Little Moon’s name was changed 
to Big Feather?

3. Do you think Little Moon would shoot a turkey 
for fun? Why or why not?

4. Is there a place in nature that you feel really 
comfortable in?

5. Do you feel like all life is sacred?
      
Activity 1: 

My Native American self

•	 My name is 

•	 I live in a (circle one: cave, lodge, tepee) in the 
(circle one: woods, desert, mountains, prairie) 
by a (circle one: big river, small stream, deep 
canyon, small hill).

•	 My favorite animals are 

•	 My favorite bird is the 

•	 When I am outdoors, I like to 

•	 Draw a picture of your home.

Activity 2: 

Choose one word from each list to create your new name!
  
 Happy   Water
Fast   Wolf
Laughing  Deer
Swift   Owl
Secret   Badger
Brave   Butterfly
Kind   Bear
Wise   Cricket
Jumping  Bee
Strong   Meadow
Smiling   Squirrel
Clever   Hawk
Dancing  Wind


